NEW TITLES IN THE VIDEO LIBRARY
MAY 23, 2018
THE GREATEST SHOWMAN-- stars Hugh Jackman as P.T. Barnum in this
original musical, which “follows the visionary who rose from nothing to create a
mesmerizing spectacle”. DVD (subtitles)
THE MAN WHO INVENTED CHRISTMAS – is based on the true story that tells
how the classic characters from A Christmas Carol came about.
“The film shows how Charles Dickens mixed real life inspirations with his vivid
imagination to conjure up unforgettable characters and a timeless tale.”
DVD(subtitles)
MAY 7, 2018
THE BEAUTIFUL FANTASTIC
A charming, touching story about an obsessive librarian and would be writer who
is afraid of nature. An elderly, grumpy neighbor changes her life. DVD (subtitles)
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING
An all-star cast performs in this 1966 “riotous, uproarious and sidesplitting
comedy” about a Russian submarine that runs aground on the New England Coast.
DVD (subtitles)
LEGALLY BLONDE 2
Reese Witherspoon stars in this sequel that takes on Washington D.C.
When Elle discovers that her dog’s mother is locked in a cruel animal testing
facility she heads for Washington to fight for animal rights. DVD (subtitles)
APRIL 23, 2018
GOODBYE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN is inspired by the true story of the author,
A.A. Milne, and his relationship to his son. It is a surprising look into
Christopher’s life and how Winnie-the-Pooh and his magical world came about.
DVD (subtitles).
GREATEST CLASSIC FILMS

Four Classics: The Postman Always Rings Twice, The Big Sleep, Dial M for
Murder, and the Maltese Falcon. 4 DVD’s (subtitles)
THE GOOD KARMA HOSPITAL—series 1
Six episodes of a story about a doctor in the UK who wants to escape a broken
relationship and a stressful career. She ends up with a job in an overcrowded and
underfunded clinic in India. After the initial culture shock, the new job changes her
life. “Humor, Heartbreak….Love and Loss”. 2 DVD’s (subtitles)
APRIL 6, 2018
A WALK IN THE WOODS , based on the bestseller by Bill Bryson (played by
Robert Redford) who decides he is going to hike the Appalachian Trail. His wife
(played by Emma Thompson) insists he cannot do it alone. He invites the only one
willing to go, his long lost friend, Katz (played by Nick Nolte) who is “one step
ahead of the law”. Share their humorous and dangerous adventure. DVD GIFT
(subtitles)
THE FOUR SEASONS , a comedy about three 40 something couples who
vacation together through the seasons. Alan Alda, Carol Burnett and Rita Moreno
are among the stars. It brings out the ups and downs of married life over the years.
DVD (subtitles).
INVICTUS is based on the true story of an episode in Nelson Mandela’s life,
when he was released from prison and was elected president of South Africa.
Morgan Freeman plays Mandela, and Matt Damon plays the rugby captain who is
inspired by Mandela’s vision. Clint Eastwood directs this excellent film. DVD
GIFT (subtitles)
GUYS AND DOLLS, the 50th Anniversary celebration of its Broadway debut.
Marlon Brando, Frank Sinatra, Jean Simmons and Vivian Blaine star. “A
spectacular, song-and-dance show that’s loaded with entertainment” DVD GIFT

